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Abstract For thermal conduction cases, one can detect the size of an object explicitly by measuring the temperature

distribution around it. If the temperature is the only signature we can obtain, we will give an incorrect judgment on the

shape or size of the object by disturbing the distribution of it. According to this principle, in this article, we develop

a transformation method and design a dual-functional thermal device, which can create a thermal illusion that the

object inside it “seems” to appear bigger or smaller than its original size. This device can functionally switch among

magnifier and minifier at will. The proposed device consists of two layers: the cloak and the complementary material.

A thermal cloak can make the internal region thermally “invisible” while the complementary layer offsets this effect.

The combination leads to the illusion of magnification and minification. As a result of finite element simulations, the

performances of the illusions are confirmed.

PACS numbers: 44.10.+i, 05.70.-a, 81.05.Zx
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1 Introduction

In order to control heat flux at will, Fan et al.
[1] ex-

tended transformation mapping theory[2−3] to the domain
of thermal conduction in 2008. Since the Laplace equation
remains form invariance under linear coordinate transfor-
mation, a thermal cloak for steady state heat flow can be
designed as a ring structure and has anisotropic and inho-
mogeneous thermal conductivity. One original intention
of such types of thermal metamaterials is to hide an object
inside the cloaking region without disturbing the external
temperature profile, which is so called the cloaking ef-
fect. In 2012, this cloaking effect has been experimentally
achieved by using forty alternating layers of two differ-

ent homogenous and isotropic materials.[4] This work has

brought a promising prospect for practical applications

of thermal metamaterials. Meanwhile, some theoretical

scholars also proposed more simplified methods to real-

ize the cloaking effect by adopting reduced parameters,[5]

and other theoretical[6−7] or experimental[4,8−10] research

groups extended the transformation mapping theory to

the domain of unsteady state heat flow (for which T is

dependent on the time t). In a word, using transforma-

tion mapping theory to design thermal metamaterials with

novelty characteristic has attracted a lot of attentions in

the science community.[1,4−8,11−19]

Fig. 1 (Color online) Schematic graph shows how a thermal illusion device works. (a) shows the temperature distribu-
tion of a soldier. (b) depicts the temperature distribution of a tree. In (c) the illusion device changes the temperature
distribution and makes a soldier “seem” like a tree.
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Recently, inspired by optics illusion, thermal illusion
devices were also put forward.[20−22] Figure 1 shows the
mechanism of such a device. If the temperature is the
only signature, a distorted distribution of temperature
may mislead people detecting the appearance of an object.
In recent papers, some new types of thermal cloaks permit
the cloaked object to share the temperature gradient again
by using complementary materials.[23−24] As a result, the
object inside the cloak can feel the external heat flow.
However, the design requires that the thermal conductivi-
ties of the complementary layers must be negative.[1,25−27]

In principle, without violating the second law of thermo-
dynamics, to realize such negative values one should apply
external work to the system appropriately (say, the appli-
cation of the refrigerator).

In this article, we will report a new thermal illusion de-
vice, which consists of a cloak layer and a complementary
layer. This design can distort the temperature signatures,
and lead to an illusion that the object inside seems zoomed
out or in. In other words, we design a thermal metama-
terial to hide the original object and let it reappear in
another size. For conduction process, we can figure out
the object’s size by detecting the temperature distribu-
tion around it. According to the simulations, the device
can help to change the temperature distribution and make
the object appear to be bigger or smaller. Moreover, peo-
ple can achieve these dual purposes of magnification and
minification in one device just by changing the external
work. We shall also offer some suggestions on how to con-
struct the device.

2 Theoretical Model and Design Method

In Fig. 2, we give the schematic graph of the illusion de-

vice so called the thermal magnifier or minifier, which has

a two-layers structure. Without loss of generality, consider

the case of steady state heat flow in a two-dimensional sys-

tem with polar coordinates (r, θ) and the heat source is

absent. Here r and θ represent the radial and angular co-

ordinate respectively. The heat conduction equation can

be expressed as: ∇ · κ̃∇T = 0, where κ̃ denotes a thermal

conductivity and T represents temperature distribution

at each point in the space. A non-perfect thermal cloak

effect can be achieved when we compress the annulus re-

gion with r0 < r < rb to the region with ra < r < rb. The

transformation mapping can be expressed as

rb − ra

rb − r0
r + s = r′ , (1)

where s = rb(ra − r0)/(rb − r0) and r′ is the radial coordi-

nate in the transformed coordinates. In this transforma-

tion, we make the “invisible region” (r < ra) seems like

a small circle (r < r0). If we let r0 → 0, the Eq. (1) will

be simplified to the transformation for building perfect

thermal cloak reported in Refs. [1,7].

Fig. 2 (Color online) Schematic graph shows a cloak
and a complementary layer: the cloak is located within
the region of radius r satisfying ra < r < rb, and the
complementary layer is situated within rc < r < ra. x

and y axes are also added. An object would be settled in
the center region with radius of rd.

In the distorted coordinates, this transformation method

(Eq. (1)) yields a new thermal conductivity tensor, which

can be derived and described by κ̃′ (thermal conductivity

in the distorted coordinates) and κ̃ (thermal conductivity

in the original coordinates),

κ̃′ =
J κ̃J

T

det(J)
, (2)

where J is the Jacobian matrix corresponding to the

transformation, J
T denotes the transposed matrix of J ,

and determinant of J is represented by det(J). Thus, the

cloaking parameters (the radial and angular conductivi-

ties, κ̃r,cloak and κ̃θ,cloak) can be expressed as

κ̃r,cloak = κr,cloakκ0 =
r′ − s

r′
κ0 ,

κ̃θ,cloak = κθ,cloakκ0 =
r′

r′ − s
κ0 , (3)

where κ0 is the thermal conductivity of the background.

In addition, the expression of the new transformation ther-

mal conductivity in two-dimensional cartesian coordinate

system would be written as

(

κr cos2 θ + κθ sin2 θ κr sin θ cos θ − κθ sin θ cos θ

κr sin θ cos θ − κθ sin θ cos θ κr sin2 θ + κθ cos2 θ

)

κ0 .

Essentially, the cloaking transformation is a compression

transformation, and it leads to a thermal illusion that a

bigger annulus seems like a smaller one.

Now, considering the complementary layer in the de-

vice. This layer permits the heat flux flowing through the

invisible region (r < ra) again. As a result, the comple-

mentary layer (rc < r < ra) provides a new temperature

gradient inside the central region (r < ra). To compen-
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sate the cloaking effect, we apply the transformation that
is used in cloaking transformation.

r′ =
rc − ra

rd − r0
r + l , (4)

where l = (rard−rcr0)/(rd−r0) and rd is the radius of the
object. Then, we can obtain the complementary layer’s
parameters (i.e., the radial and angular thermal conduc-
tivities, κ̃r,layer and κ̃θ,layer) for the complementary layer
(rc < r < ra) as

κ̃r,layer = κr,layerκ0 =
r′ − l

r′
κ0 ,

κ̃θ,layer = κθ,layerκ0 =
r′

r′ − l
κ0 . (5)

Obviously, the determinant of the conductivities of cloak
and complementary layers both equal to κ0, which grants
the region within rb > r > rd can be regarded as the
background even after the transformation. According to
Eq. (5), it should be noted the parameters of the comple-
mentary layer (rc < r < ra) are both negative and the
corresponding materials can not be found in nature. Neg-
ative thermal conductivity permits heat conducting from
cold source to the hot one, which violates the second law of
thermodynamics. Therefore, in order to meet the demand,
one should apply appropriate external work to the device
to yield an effective negative thermal conductivity.[24,27]

For more explicitly, we show how the parameters vary
with the r of cloak and complementary layer in Fig. 3,
when r0 = 0.05 m, ra = 0.6 m, rb = 0.7 m, rc = 0.5 m,
rd = 0.4 m, and κ0 = 1 W/(m·K).

As shown in Fig. 2, this mapping (Eq. (4)) transforms
the region of r0 < r < rd to the region of rc < r < ra.
More specifically, the boundary r = r0 in the origin co-
ordinate system are mapped to r′ = ra in the distorted
space, and r = rd is transformed to r′ = rc. The ob-
ject is mapped on the complementary layer and the trans-
formation yields negative conductivity. As a result, the
structure inside the cloak can offset the cloaking effect
and allow heat enter again, which makes the hidden ob-
ject reappear. Moreover, we should note that although
the rd denotes the real size of the object, the transfor-
mation adopted in Eq. (4) does not prohibit setting this
parameter to be some other values. So if we replace it with
another value, say r′d, it would make the object “seem” to
be a circle with a radius of r′d. In other words, this device
can create a thermal illusion that the size of an object
inside it changes. The illusionary transformation can be
written as:

r′ =
rc − ra

rd − r0
r + l′ , (6)

where l′ = (rar′d − rcr0)/(r′d − r0) and as discussed above,
r′d is the diameter for the illusionary image. Therefore,
the components of the conductivity tensor can be derived
as

κ̃r,I = κr,Iκ0 =
r′ − l′

r′
κ0 ,

κ̃θ,I = κθ,Iκ0 =
r′

r′ − l′
κ0 . (7)

It should be noted according to the transformation the
illusionary image size exactly equals to r′d without any
other requirements. If r′d > rd, the device works like a
magnifier and the reappearing object is larger than the
original one; if r′d < rd the device acts a role as a minifier
which makes the reappearing object smaller; if r′d = rd,
we will obtain the exact same temperature profile as the
original one. This feature provides a method to produce
thermal illusion, which can mislead people giving a wrong
judgement on the size of the object.

Fig. 3 (Color online) (a) κr,cloak and κθ,cloak as a func-
tion of r; (b) κr,layer and κθ,layer as a function of r.
The parameters are set as r0 = 0.05 m, ra = 0.6 m,
rb = 0.7 m, rc = 0.5 m, and rd = 0.4 m.

3 Results and Discussion

In order to show the effect of our device, we perform fi-
nite element simulations based on the commercial software
COMSOL Multiphysics.[28] As demonstrated in Fig. 2, an
object, whose radius is rd, is placed in the central region of
the cartesian system (X , Y ). The cloak layer and the com-
plementary layer are located in the region of ra < r < rb

and rc < r < ra respectively. In the simulations, the pa-
rameters are set as: r0 = 0.05 m, ra = 0.6 m, rb = 0.7 m,
rc = 0.5 m, rd = 0.4 m, and κ0 = 1 W/(m·K). For the
1× 1 m2 simulation box , we apply constant temperature
normalized to 1 on the left side of the box and zero on the
right side, and the upper and lower boundaries of the box
are thermal insulated. Figure 4 shows the results for the
case when the object’s thermal conductivity is the same
as that of the background (κ0). The lower and upper
boundaries of the box are thermally isolation.
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Fig. 4 Simulation results of temperature distribution are denoted by rainbow color surface. The background thermal
conductivity is κ0. A circular object with the same thermal conductivity κ0 is situated in the center of the device, whose
radius is rd. (a) The temperature distribution of r′d = rd = 0.4 m; (b) The temperature distribution of magnifier case
r′d > rd and r′d = 0.7 m; (c) The temperature distribution of minifier case r′d < rd and r′d = 0.3 m. For plotting this
figure, κr,cloak, κθ,cloak, κr,layer, and κθ,layer are adopted according to Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 (Color online) (a), (c), and (e) use the same pa-
rameters r′d as in Figs. 4(a)–4(c) respectively, but the
object is replaced with a better thermal conductor of
thermal conductivity 400 W/(m·K). (b), (d), and (f) are
reference groups; they show the temperature distribution
of a material with the same thermal conductivity but dif-
ferent radius r′d. People will be cheated by the thermal
illusion device and give wrong judgements on the object’s
size.

In Figs. 4(a)–4(c), the object inside the device has the

same thermal conductivity as the background and from

Fig. 4(a) to Fig. 4(c) the r′d is 0.4 m (same as the original

size of the object), 0.7 m and 0.3 m respectively. For a

magnifier case in Fig. 4(b), we should note that the tem-

perature inside the device decreases more rapidly than the

reference in Fig. 4(a), while for a minifier case in Fig. 4(c)

the temperature gradient is less than Fig. 4(b). A more

explicit case is shown in Fig. 5, where the parameter r′d set

in Figs. 5(a), 5(c), 5(e) are same as the values adopted in

Figs. 5(a)–5(c) respectively, but the object was replaced

with a better thermal conductor with thermal conductiv-

ity 400 W/(m·K); Figs. 5(b), 5(d), 5(f) are the reference

group, which is used to demonstrate the temperature dis-

tribution caused by the real objects with different diame-

ters 0.4 m, 0.7 m and 0.3 m. It should be noted that the

device creates a thermal illusion that makes the object

seems to be bigger or smaller than the original one. From

the temperature distribution, people will be cheated by

the illusion and misjudge the size of the object inside. To

show the simulation results more precisely we give Fig. 6,

which presents the performances of magnifier and mini-

fier shown in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(e) by adopting the X-

dependent temperature data (T ) along Y = 0. Obviously,

the device works.

Fig. 6 (Color online) X-dependent temperature (T )
along Y = 0 in Figs. 5(c)–5(f).
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Fig. 7 (a) Temperature distribution of a square mate-
rial with a negative thermal conductivity; (b) Temper-
ature distribution of a square material with an effective
negative thermal conductivity. For plotting the figures,
in (a), the conductivity of the square material and back-
ground are set to be −100 W/(m·K) and 40 W/(m·K)
respectively. In (b) the square material is with a con-
ductivity of 100 W/(m·K) and we show the same pattern
of temperature distribution by applying external work
to keep the temperature constant on the boundaries of
X = 1 m and X = 2 m.

The characteristics of this device is that you are able to
decide it as a magnifier or a minifier by changing the pa-
rameters r′d. The device consists of two parts: cloak layer
and complementary layer with negative thermal conduc-
tivity. For a thermal cloak layer, we can fabricate it by
using an alternation of two homogeneous isotropic layers
of thicknesses dA and dB and conductivities κA and κB.
We derive the following effective parameters by utilizing
the effective medium theory:[4,6,29]

1

κ̃r,cloak
=

1

1 + η

( 1

κA

+
η

κB

)

,

κ̃θ,cloak =
κA + ηκB

1 + η
, (8)

where η = dB/dA, and the thicknesses of layers A and
B have relation that dA + dB = 1. Since the comple-
mentary layer shares the same pattern of transformation
mapping with cloak layer, it could be manufactured in
the same method. However, the problem is the negative
thermal conductivity. Fortunately, an effective negative
thermal conductivity can be achieved by applying external
work without violating the second law of thermodynam-
ics. Here, we present a simple case to show how to create a
homogeneous isotropic layer with a negative thermal con-
ductivity. Figure 7(a) shows the temperature distribution
of a square material with a negative thermal conductivity
of −100 W/(m·K) settled in a host medium with con-
ductivity of 40 W/(m·K). To achieve the same effect, in
Fig. 7(b), we keep the temperature constant on the bound-
aries of X = 1 m and X = 2 m, which means appropriate
external work must be applied to the system. The ex-
act values of the temperatures on the boundaries can be
figured out by considering the continuity conditions, say

−κhost
∂T

∂x

∣

∣

∣

x=1,2m
= −κnegative

∂T

∂x

∣

∣

∣

x=1,2 m
.

So if we change the external work applied to the comple-
mentary layer, the parameter r′d would change. Therefore,
this thermal magnifier and minifier can be controlled as
we desire.

4 Conclusions

We have used transformation mapping theory to de-
sign a different kind of thermal meta-materials. A feature
of such device is to create a thermal illusion that the ob-
ject inside the device appears itself in a different size. The
feature also permits people to decide to magnify or minify
the size of object through controlling the external work ap-
plied to the system. The underlying mechanism originates
from the complementary effect of the additional comple-
mentary materials. This work provides a way to design
new thermal devices, where heat conduction can be con-
trolled at will, by using complementary materials tailored
according to thermal transformation theory.
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